
 

Coastland Mismanagement Enables Loss 
  

 
 

  

 

OCEAN SANDS RESERVE MONEY GONE 
INSURANCE POLICIES 

 

Several owners have asked or suggested that insurance policies should be 
tapped to recover the funds lost at Coastland. There are several problems with 
this. Rick Kinner, Owner Representative to OSPOA spent 38 years in 
management at commercial insurance companies. This is another 
demonstration of how the wealth of knowledge and experience available from 
so many Ocean Sands owners that will enable successful owner-management 
of OSPOA. The rest of this email draws on his knowledge: 

1. The “Management Liability/Crime section” of the commercial policy that 
OSPOA purchases has only a $25,000 sublimit. This amount is 
inadequate and was chosen by Mr. Johnson. 



2. Over the past eight years Rick has requested copies of the policies and 
made suggestions to "correct or improve the coverage”. All 
recommendations have been ignored by Coastland. There are other 
limits and sublimits which are inadequate. 

3. The OSPOA policies identify Coastland and Mr. Johnson as “Named 
Insureds”. These entities have no ownership or official role, but were 
placed on the policies because of Mr. Johnson’s control of the board. If 
Mr. Johnson and/or Coastland were to be sued over some matter, it 
might cause OSPOA’s policy to pay out in response. 

4. This identification gives Coastland access to OSPOA coverage and 
protection. It helps Mr. Johnson spread his potential liability onto the 
POA. 

5. Mr. Johnson has maintained control over how all policies are written. He 
has not does not perform his fiduciary duties to the POA, but rather 
protects himself.  

6. Conversely, OSPOA is not named as either an “Additional or Named 
Insured” on any of Coastland’s corporate policies. Meaning OSPOA will 
not share in any claim against the policies.  

7. This also means that any claim check would have Coastland and Mr. 
Johnson on it.  

8. The “Named Insured” situation impacts the POA’s ability to sue 
Coastland, because insurance will not cover or make payments in suits 
or claims from insureds against other insureds.   

In summary, the policy amounts were too small and the existing Named 
Insureds significantly complicate collecting on any insurance claim for this loss. 
These facts are part of the reason that the Governance Committee is working 
on bringing a civil suit against Coastland and Mr. Johnson. This is another 
example of the ZERO TRANSPARENCY in the management of OSPOA. We 
have continually shared these problems and asked for signatures for the Written 
Consent Form. 
 
If you have not submitted your Written Consent to Amend form, please do so 
now. If you need a form, just Reply to this email. 



 

 
The Governance Committee 
Al, Rick, Peggy, Chris, Jim, Greg, and Dennis 
  

 

 



 


